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Abstract

Motivation: Untargeted metabolomic approaches hold a great promise as a diagnostic tool for inborn errors

of metabolisms (IEMs) in the near future. However, the complexity of the involved data makes its application

difficult and time consuming. Computational approaches, such as metabolic network simulations and

machine learning, could significantly help to exploit metabolomic data to aid the diagnostic process. While

the former suffers from limited predictive accuracy, the latter is normally able to generalize only to IEMs

for which sufficient data are available. Here we propose a hybrid approach that exploits the best of both

worlds by building a mapping between simulated and real metabolic data through a novel method based

on Siamese neural networks.

Results: The proposed SNN model is able to perform disease prioritization for the metabolic profiles of

IEM patients even for diseases that it was not trained to identify. To the best of our knowledge, this has

not been attempted before. The developed model is able to significantly outperform a baseline model

that relies on metabolic simulations only. The prioritization performances demonstrate the feasibility of

the method, suggesting that the integration of metabolic models and data could significantly aid the IEM

diagnosis process in the near future.

Availability: Datasets used in this study are publicly available from the cited sources. The trained models

are publicly available online (Messa et al., 2020).

Contact: xin.gao@kaust.edu.sa

Supplementary information: Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.

1 Introduction

Inborn errors of metabolism (IEMs) are a set of genetic diseases often

lethal or very severe deriving from non functional or partially functional

enzymes. Depending on the enzyme involved and the gravity of the

dysfunction, a large spectrum of phenotypes can be observed, including

asymptomatic carriers, death before birth, invalidating deformities or

organ growth impairments.

Early diagnosis of these diseases may greatly favour the efficacy of

treatments such as diet management or drugs and it is carried on usually

with a screening practice of newborn in which metabolic data analysis

can be an effective technique towards this aim (Chakrapani et al., 2001;

Haijes et al., 2020). In this regard, many approaches have focused on

© The Author 2015. Published by Oxford University Press. All rights reserved. For permissions, please e-mail: journals.permissions@oup.com 1
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the use of metabolic data gathered through mass spectrometry techniques

focusing then on predetermined markers that are specific for known

diseases (Kuhara, 2005; Janečková et al., 2012). On the other hand, novel

untargeted approaches could be effective in a much broader range of IEMs

and provide significantly richer information about the affected metabolic

pathways (Vernon, 2015; Argmann et al., 2016; Miller et al., 2015). For

example untargeted studies can be used in a stepwise fashion, where known

markers are identified from a profile and subsequently tested in a targeted

way (Miller et al., 2015; Burrage et al., 2019). Recent approaches have

shown the use of whole-metabolome data to search for novel biomarkers

(Coene et al., 2018).

Nonetheless, metabolic data pose significant analytic challenges as

they represent a single snapshot of a highly dynamic and sensitive system.

To deal with such complexity, a number of computational approaches have

been proposed.

One approach is to explicitly model the system through computational

metabolic networks. Such networks are able to simulate the metabolic

fluxes that are necessary to reach a given cellular objective, such as

cellular growth or the production of specific metabolites, at the steady

state using flux balance analysis (FBA) (Duarte et al., 2007; Thiele et al.,

2013). Metabolic networks have been used both for large generic cellular

models (Brunk et al., 2018) and for tissue-specific models (Gille et al.,

2010). Although not fully accurate, such models have proven effective

in different contexts, including the simulation of IEMs through in silico

enzyme knockouts (Pagliarini et al., 2016). However, to the best of our

knowledge, they have not been used in the context of disease prioritization.

An alternative approach is to use black-box techniques, such as many

popular Machine Learning (ML) algorithms. In the context of metabolic

data, ML has been used for diverse applications, including network

reconstruction from data (Cuperlovic-Culf, 2018), biomarker discovery

Grissa et al. (2016) and microbe-metabolite interactions (Morton et al.,

2019). IEM identification has also been tackled through ML, either based

on metabolic data (Baumgartner and Baumgartner, 2006), or by integrating

multiple -omics data layers (Samal et al., 2017).

The main limitation of ML methods lies in their need for training

samples that must be sufficiently representative of the classes they belong

to. This implies that, while metabolic networks can be used to simulate

diseases regardless of metabolic data availability, ML methods are not

able to generalize to conditions they were not trained to recognize.

However, the widely demonstrated power of ML in classification tasks

motivated our research for the integration of metabolic networks and ML

techniques. Despite the potential advantages, such integration attempts are

still confined to a few studies Zampieri et al. (2019), including the posterior

ML analysis of metabolic fluxes, prediction of flux essentiality, and

refinement of network models based on features learned from metabolic

data. To the best of our knowledge, attempts at integrating metabolic

network models and ML techniques for disease prioritization have not

been previously demonstrated.

In this paper we propose a unified framework taking advantage of both

real metabolic data from profiled patients and simulated data generated

through a metabolic network model. We applied this framework in order

to agnostically characterize IEM features and perform automatic disease

prioritization to aid the diagnosis process. To bridge the gap between real

metabolic profiles and simulated ones, we designed an innovative machine

learning approach based on Siamese Neural Networks (SNNs).

SNNs are able to learn a complex non-linear mapping between different

input spaces. SNNs have been popularized by applications in the field of

computer vision (Bromley et al., 1994; Bertinetto et al., 2016; McLaughlin

et al., 2016), sentiment analysis (Ghosh and Veale, 2018), and text analysis

(Neculoiu et al., 2016). Moreover they proved especially useful in the

context of one-shot (Koch et al., 2015) and zero-shot (Socher et al., 2013)

learning, where SNNs learn to classify objects from particular classes

based on one or zero training samples, respectively.

Here we train an SNN to learn a non-linear mapping between

real metabolic profiles from patients with 14 different IEMs and the

corresponding IEM simulated profiles. Once this mapping is obtained,

we use it to prioritize IEM diagnoses even for diseases for which no real

data is available during the training phase, thus effectively realizing a form

of zero-shot learning in which class attributes are replaced by simulated

data (Lampert et al., 2010).

2 Methods

The framework developed in this study is made of three major components:

a dataset of metabolic profiles from IEM patients, a metabolic network

model, to generate simulated IEM profiles, and an SNN model to learn the

mapping between real and simulated IEM profiles. This section describes

how each component was obtained.

2.1 IEM metabolic profiles from patient data

In order to obtain a dataset of real metabolic profiles from IEM patients,

we collected data from two different studies (Miller et al., 2015; Burrage

et al., 2019). The first study includes 120 profiles of patients affected by 21

different IEMs belonging to the class of urea cycle or fatty acid metabolism

disorders. Each profile measures the abundance of 1,203 metabolites. The

second dataset includes 48 profiles of patients affected by 4 different IEMs

related with urea cycle disorders, each one measuring the abundance of

1,009 metabolites. Tab. 1 reports a summary of the final dataset resulting

from harmonization (see Subsection 2.3) of these data with simulated data

(see next Subsection).

For each class IEM were identified the most common biomarkers

from websites dealing with these kind of diseases (NORD, 2020; GARD,

2020; orpha.net, 2020). Biomarkes carry along very strong signals for the

diseases so we also explored the case in which they are removed from the

dataset.

2.2 Simulated IEM metabolic profiles

Synthetic IEM profiles were obtained by simulating IEM diseases with a

metabolic network model. Metabolic networks are computational models

meant to simulate cell metabolism at the system level. In this context, cell

metabolism is modeled as a graph in which metabolites are represented by

nodes and reactions by edges. The simulation of the metabolism is carried

on by computing the fluxes of metabolites across the network through FBA,

a specific constrained optimization problem (Heirendt et al., 2019). Given

a metabolic objective, FBA optimizes the network fluxes in order to reach

it, subject to the constrains of mass conservation and flux boundaries. A

metabolic profile can be obtained from a metabolic network simulation by

mapping the resulting fluxes to the enzymes involved in the corresponding

reactions. A description of the model used in this study and its use to

generate the profiles is described in the following.

2.2.1 Metabolic network model

In order to obtain the simulated profiles we used the metabolic network

developed in (Pagliarini et al., 2016), which is in turn based on the

Hepatonet1 model (Gille et al., 2010). Hepatonet1 models the hepatic cell,

in which most of the pathways for urea cycle and fatty acid metabolism

are present. It includes 777 metabolites, 2,539 reactions, and 442 different

objective functions of the liver. In Pagliarini et al. (2016), all the 442

objective functions were used in order to investigate the average variation

of abundance for each metabolite across simulations. The direction of the

variation (i.e. increase or decrease) is not supported by this model.
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2.2.2 Simulated profiles generation

We obtained disease-related metabolic profiles for 568 IEMs by simulating

the knockout of the corresponding disease enzymes. Each knockout

was simulated by forcing the model to avoid all the metabolic fluxes

corresponding to reactions that involve the knocked out enzyme (that is,

both lower and upper bounds for those fluxes were set to zero). For each

simulated knockout, the model was run for all the 442 mentioned metabolic

objectives as previously described, thus yielding the simulated IEM profile.

Finally, in order to obtain differential profiles, a wild-type profile was

obtained by running the model without performing any knockout. The

final differential profiles for all the 568 IEMs were then computed as the

log fold-change of each of them versus the wild-type profile.

2.3 Data preprocessing and harmonization

The used metabolic datasets were available as differential profiles. Missing

values were filled with zeros and z-scores across all the metabolites within

each profile were computed. Simulated profiles were also modelled to be

differential and underwent the same scaling.

Harmonization was necessary for all the three datasets: the two

metabolic profile datasets (Miller et al., 2015; Burrage et al., 2019), and the

simulated profile dataset produced here. Towards this aim, the following

procedure was applied.

Simulated profiles were not available for some IEMs present in the real

data. This was due to the incompleteness of the metabolic network, which

lacks a few known enzymatic reactions. For this reason, samples from 6

IEM where discarded from one metabolic dataset (Miller et al., 2015). The

same dataset also included 70 undiagnosed cases that were removed. Thus

the final dataset consists of 101 samples grouped into 14 different IEMs.

All the 48 profiles from the other dataset (Burrage et al., 2019) were used.

The total number of patient metabolic profiles was thus 149. Details of the

number of patients for each IEM are reported in Table 1.

Concerning the metabolites for each profile, only those shared by the

three datasets were used (138). Moreover, all the metabolites with more

than 30% missing values across the metabolic profiles were discarded, thus

yielding a final number of 124 metabolites. Further attempts at including

all the metabolites measured in the datasets using different imputation

techniques did not improve the prioritization performances. Although the

number of shared metabolites across the datasets is limited, we observed

that a significant amount of information concerning the overall profile

similarities was maintained. In particular, we computed the pairwise

Manhattan distances between all the patient profiles using two different

sets of metabolites: 1) those shared across the two real datasets (454), and

2) those shared across both the real datasets and the synthetic dataset (124).

The pairwise distances obtained from the two subsets showed a Pearson’s

correlation coefficient of 0.833 demonstrating good agreement.

Finally, since the used metabolic model does not provide signed

profiles, we removed the sign from patient data as well. Therefore, the

analysis relied on the variation of abundance of each metabolite, regardless

of its direction.

2.4 Baseline model for IEM prioritization

In order to obtain a baseline method for IEM prioritization, we devised a

simple distance-based approach that ranks simulated profiles according to

their Manhattan distances from a real data profile. IEMs corresponding to

the simulated profiles that are closer to the real profile are thus considered

as the most likely correct diseases. Section 3 shows that, although this

baseline method is able to capture some relevant features in the metabolic

profiles and can be applied to any of the 568 simulated IEMs, it is not

sufficient to accurately prioritize the correct diseases. For this reason, we

sought to develop a more accurate method using SNNs, as described in

the next subsection.

2.5 Siamese neural network model for IEM prioritization

The general task of Siamese neural networks (SNN) can be seen as the

projection of samples belonging to different data-spaces into the same

feature space, in which they can be effectively compared. Here we used

an SNN framework in order to develop a more effective mapping between

simulated and real metabolic profiles as compared to the use of a classic

metric between the profile vectors. An ontology-based distance between

the diseases represented by the two profiles was used as the ground truth

for the training process. Pairs of real and simulated profiles were used as

training samples. A detailed description follows.

2.5.1 Ontology-based ground truth

In order to build a ground truth to train the SNN model, we computed the

distance between two profiles as the ontological similarity between the

enzymes causing the corresponding diseases. The enzyme similarity, in

turn, was obtained using the Wang semantic similarity (Wang et al., 2007)

based on the human Gene Ontology (Ashburner et al., 2000; Carbon et al.,

2019) as implemented in the Bioconductor package GOSemSim v3.10

(Yu et al., 2010). Given any pair (x, y) of enzymes in Hepatonet1, their

distance J(x, y) was computed as 1 minus their Jaccard similarity. In

particular, this was obtained as follows:

J(x, y) = 1−
S(x, y)

2− S(x, y)
,

where S is the Sørensen–Dice coefficient returned by the software.

2.5.2 SNN model

From the functional point of view, the main components of the developed

SNN were the encoder and the distance module. A representation of

the SNN architecture is shown in Fig. 1. The encoder is the part of the

network projecting the input vectors into the feature space. Given the

lack of structure in the metabolic profiles, it was implemented as two

subsequent fully connected layers. Tests with additional or larger layers

did not yield higher performance, while smaller networks underfitted the

data (data not shown). During the training phase, the network was fed with

(pi, pj) profile pairs, where pi is a profile from the real dataset and pj is a

profile from the simulated dataset. The same weight matrix was optimized

to capture the features of both simulated and real data. Concerning the

activation function for the encoder neurons, the scaled exponential linear

unit (SELU) was used, along the lines of self-normalizing neural networks

Klambauer et al. (2017).

The output of the encoder is fed to the next stage of the neural

network, that is the distance function. This stage computes an element-

wise difference vector of the two encoded vectors. The elements of the

difference vector are then linearly combined using a single neuron with

Sigmoid activation and the result is finally used to compute the loss against

the ground-truth (see previous Subsection) for the back-propagation phase.

More formally, the distance D(pi, pj) between two metabolic profiles pi

and pj of size n is computed as follows:

d(i,j) = |ei − ej |

,

D(pi, pj) = σ

(

n
∑

k=1

wk · d
(i,j)
k

+ wbias

)

,

where ei and ej are the encoded vectors for pi and pj , respectively, d(i,j)

is the vector of element-wise differences between them; σ(x) = 1
1+e−x

,

wk is a weights vector and wbias is the associated bias. Our SNN model

includes a total of 11,009 parameters.
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Table 1. Number of real data samples for each IEM as collected from two different studies used to develop the SNN model and the biomarkers

commonly used to diagnose the disease

Patient Data Disease Markers

Disease Miller et al. (2015) Burrage et al. (2019) Total In Model Not In Model

3-OH-3methylglutaryl (HMG) CoA lyase 2 0 2 - C5-C6 acylcarnitine

3-methylcrotonyl CoA carboxylase 4 0 4 - C5-hydroxy acylcarnitine

Argininemia 4 13 17 arginine -

Argininosuccinic acid lyase 2 11 13 citrulline ammonia

Citrullinemia 9 7 16 citrulline ammonia

Cobalamin biosynthesis 15 0 15
acids

ketone bodies

methylmalonic acid

ammonia

Guanidinoacetate methyltransferase 8 0 8 - guanidinoacetate

Homocystinuria 2 0 2 amino acids homocysteine

Isovaleric aciduria 2 0 2
acids

glycine

isovaleric acid

isovalerylcarnitine

ammonia

Methylmalonic aciduria 15 0 15
acids

ketone bodies

methylmalonic acid

ammonia

Ornithine transcarbamoylase 19 17 36

citrulline

arginine

glutamine

ammonia

Phenylketonuria 8 0 8
phenylalanyne

tyrosine
-

Propionic aciduria 9 0 9
propionylcarnitine

methionine
-

Thymidine Phosphorylase 2 0 2 -
deoxyuridine

thymidine

All 101 48 149 N/A N/A

Fig. 1. Siamese Network architecture. Early stages implement the encoding module, which is constituted of 2 fully connected layers of respectively 64 and 32 neurons. Next stages compute

the element-wise difference of the encoded vectors, which are linearly combined by a single neuron with sigmoid activation.

3 Results

Results of IEM prioritization using the baseline model and the proposed

SNN model are evaluated in this Section. While the baseline model did

rely on the training data, the SNN was validated with two different training

approaches: k-fold and zero-shot, as detailed below. All reported p-values

were obtained through the Mann–Whitney U test.

Furthermore we analyzed the influence of biomarkers on the tasks.

3.1 IEM prioritization with the baseline model

We applied the baseline model to assess the likeliness that a given patient’s

metabolic profile corresponds to each of the 568 simulated diseases. To

assess the prioritization performance, we applied the method to each of

the 149 patient profiles and considered the rank assigned to the correct

simulated disease for each of them. The results are shown in Fig. 2

and demonstrate how the simulated profiles were able to capture some

metabolic features of each disease, as the correct defective enzyme was

ranked higher than the other enzymes on average (median across all

diseases 176). Two diseases, namely HMG CoA lyase and Thymidine
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0 100 200 300 400 500176
Rank

Thymidine Phosphorylase
Propionic aciduria
Phenylketonuria

Ornithine transcarbamoylase
Methylmalonic aciduria

Isovaleric aciduria
Homocystinuria

Guanidinoacetate methyltransferase
Cobalamin biosynthesis

Citrullinemia
Argininosuccinic acid lyase

Argininemia
3-methylcrotonyl CoA carboxylase

3-OH-3methylglutaryl (HMG) CoA lyase
All

Baseline model validation

Fig. 2. Disease prioritization performance for the baseline model. Each box represents the distribution of the ranks assigned to each sample of a given disease. The box "all" aggregates all

the ranks across the diseases. In particular, for each patient’s metabolic profile the Manhattan distance distance from all the simulated profiles is computed and the rank of the correct disease

(out of 568 possible diseases) is reported on the x axis. The vertical line corresponds to the overall median rank (176). Therefore, this model ranked the correct disease higher than other

diseases on average, but showed insufficient accuracy.

Phosphorylase, were ranked significantly low. As noted in the next

Subsection, the biomarkers for both of these IEMs are not present

in the data used data (see Table 1). Nonetheless, other two diseases

with missing biomarkers, i.e. 3-methylcrotonyl CoA carboxylase and

Guanidinoacetate methyltransferase, did not perform significantly worse

than others. We hypothesize that this model is partly capturing the signal

produced by the known biomarkers, although other metabolites are driving

the prioritization in most cases (see Subsection 3.4).

As the produced simulated profiles can be of interest for further

investigations, they were made publicly available as an independent

resource (Messa et al., 2020).

Overall, refinements of these models could likely yield more accurate

results, but a more complex mapping between real and simulated data

seems necessary to achieve sufficient reliability.

3.2 IEM prioritization with the SNN model

The performance of the SNN was assessed by means of a stratified 6-fold

cross validation. All the simulated data and at least one profile for each

disease were included in each fold. Classes including less than 6 samples

were excluded, for a total of 122 samples. The ADAM optimizer (Kingma

and Ba, 2015) was used, with an initial learning rate of 10−4 reduced

by a factor of 0.5 after every validation loss plateau of 20 epochs. Early

stopping after 50 epochs without improvement was used.

The SNN prioritized the correct disease with a median rank of 38

out of 568 diseases in the simulated profiles (p < 10−4), thus showing

a significantly (p < 10−3) better performance than the baseline model

used on the same subset of diseases (that is, excluding those with less than

6 samples), as shown in Fig. 3.

3.3 Prioritization without patient samples

The advantage of the SNN approach lies in its capability to learn from

very small training sets. In our case, the SNN had to learn the features of

568 diseases relying on a single simulated profile for each of them and a

few real data samples from only 14 of them. From the point of view of

the IEM prioritization task, the SNN was thus able to provide predictions

concerning diseases for which real data were never shown to it during the

training phase. This approach can be considered as a form of zero-shot

learning in which simulated profiles provided information about diseases

for which no examples were available.

In order to assess how the SNN model is able to prioritize metabolic

profiles representing previously unseen IEMs, we repeated the entire

training phase by excluding all the samples related to one disease at

a time. Each time the samples from the other diseases were used as

the training and validation sets, while the samples from the excluded

disease were used as the test set. Fig. 3 shows that also for this much

more difficult task the SNN model performs significantly better than the

baseline model (p < 10−3). Details of the prioritization performance

for each disease are reported in Fig. 4. As for the baseline model,

also in this case HMG CoA lyase and Thymidine Phosphorylase were

prioritized at significantly low ranks. The model also underperformed for

two additional diseases, namely 3-methylcrotonyl CoA carboxylase and

Guanidinoacetate methyltransferase. These 4 cases are likely due to the

reduced set of metabolites used in this study, which did not include all the

corresponding known biomarkers (see Table 1). For all the other diseases,

the model showed a significantly better prioritization as compared to the

baseline model, which can be explained by higher capacity of the SNN

model to autonomously identify biomarkers from the metabolic profiles.

This is further investigated in the next Subsection.

3.4 Biomarkers importance analysis

In order to asses the role of biomarkers the predicting capabilities of the

baseline and SNN models, we performed a further tailored analysis. In

particular, we performed the same prioritization tasks as shown in previous

Subsections (baseline model and SSN with zero-shot validation) after
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SNN model Baseline model

0

100

200

300

400

500

38

169

568

Ra
nk

p-value<0.001

SNN model vs Baseline model 6-fold CV

SNN model Baseline model

0

100

200

300

400

500

57

176

568

Ra
nk

p-value<0.001

SNN model vs Baseline model Zero-shot validation

Fig. 3. Disease prioritization performance for the 6-fold cross validation (left panel) and for the zero-shot validation (right panel). The y axis reports the rank assigned to the correct disease

for each prediction out of 568 possible disease. In both figures, the left box represents the performance of the SNN model, while the right one represents the performance of the baseline

model. The p-value obtained using the Mann–Whitney U test is the confidence that the SNN distribution has higher ranks than the baseline.

0 100 200 300 400 50057
Rank

Thymidine Phosphorylase
Propionic aciduria
Phenylketonuria

Ornithine transcarbamoylase
Methylmalonic aciduria

Isovaleric aciduria
Homocystinuria

Guanidinoacetate methyltransferase
Cobalamin biosynthesis

Citrullinemia
Argininosuccinic acid lyase

Argininemia
3-methylcrotonyl CoA carboxylase

3-OH-3methylglutaryl (HMG) CoA lyase
All

SNN model - zero-shot validation

Fig. 4. Disease prioritization performance for zero-shot learning using SNN. Each box represents the distribution of the ranks assigned to each sample of a given disease. The box "all"

aggregates all the ranks across the diseases. In particular, each patient’s metabolic profile is encoded by the neural network and its Manhattan distance from all the encoded simulated profiles

is computed. The rank of the correct disease (out of 568 possible diseases) is reported on the x axis. This model ranked the correct disease significantly higher than other diseases on average.

removing the 24 metabolites that are listed in Tab. 1 as biomarkers included

in our dataset. Moreover, we repeated the same analysis by removing 24

random metabolites for comparison (10 repetitions). The results are shown

in Fig. 5.

This analysis reflects the fact that, although the baseline model does

not weight the metabolites, the absence of the biomarkers significantly

reduces the performances. On the other hand, when random metabolites

are removed, the signal/noise ratio for the biomarkers increases and the

baseline model becomes more effective, which likely reflects the effect of

non-biomarker metabolites on the model behaviour. Conversely, the SNN

is able to identify the importance of the biomarkers and more heavily rely

on them for the prioritization process. For the same reason, the SNN is

less influenced by non-marker metabolites in general, but may fail when

features that are particularly important for a disease are not present in the

data.
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0 100 200 300 400 500

All metabolites

w/o Random
metabolites

w/o Biomarkers

All metabolites

w/o Random
metabolites

w/o Biomarkers

Biomarkers importance

SNN
Baseline

Fig. 5. Importance of the biomarkers in untargeted IEM prioritization. For each of the two methods (blue: baseline, orange: SNN with zero-shot validation) the ranks assigned to the correct

diseases using three different sets of metabolites are reported. Each boxplot summarizes such ranks across all the diseases using 3 different sets of metabolites: 1)"w/o Biomarkers" indicates

that all IEM biomarkers are excluded from training and testing; 2) "w/o Random metabolites" indicates that a number of random metabolites equal to the number of biomarkers is excluded

from training and testing (repeated 10 times); 3) "all metabolites" indicates that the whole set of metabolites is used for training and testing.

4 Discussion

Diagnostic techniques for IEMs based on untargeted metabolomics are

finding their way into clinical applications Haijes et al. (2020). However,

analyzing the outcomes of such techniques is complex, laborious and

dependent on prior knowledge of the metabolic mechanisms impaired

by IEMs. Automatic approaches such as the one we introduced here

could provide inexpensive and fast analytic tools to narrow down the

range of diagnostic hypotheses, thus accelerating the entire process of

IEM identification with a significant impact on patient care. Moreover,

completely agnostic approaches are in principle able to exploit highly

complex interactions within a metabolic network and potentially identify

unknown disease markers or combinations of them. Therefore, it seems

reasonable to expect significant benefits in the near future from the

application of machine learning techniques in this area.

Nonetheless, significant obstacles need to be overcome. We showed

that metabolic network models can be used to simulate any IEMs using

a previously published model, although much improvement is needed to

generate accurate synthetic profiles. On the other hand, black-box machine

learning approaches can capture and possibly master the hidden biological

variables that are missed by the metabolic model, but only as far as large

data collections are available, and with limited capacity to generalize to

novel diseases.

In this study, we attempted to propose an innovative approach that

tries to get the best of both worlds. A metabolic model was used to provide

information about IEMs for which no patient data were available. Based

on a relatively small dataset of metabolic profiles from IEM patients, we

were able to make better use of the simulated profiles by training an SNN to

bridge the gap between the two data spaces. In a sense, the SNN was used

as a filter to extract the most relevant information shared by the simulated

profiles and the patient profiles.

The agnostic nature of both the baseline model and the SNN model

can effectively ameliorate biases towards known pathways or metabolites.

Nonetheless, while non-targeted metabolic profiling fully supports this

direction, the metabolic network simulations rely inevitably on prior

knowledge. Although this aspect constitutes a caveat to be taken into

consideration, we believe that our SNN approach may provide an effective

compromise between fully agnostic and targeted approaches.

The performed validations demonstrated the feasibility and

effectiveness of the idea. As demonstrated by the zero-shot validation,

the SNN was able to extract relevant markers from the metabolic profiles.

This is also reflected by poor performance on the diseases for which known

biomarkers were not included in the used data. Although the whole training

process was conducted in a completely blind way with respect to known

metabolic markers, the SNN was able to identify them when present, even

for previously unseen diseases. This results seem promising for the correct

identification of IEMs from metabolic profiles when little prior knowledge

is available.

We also see room for improvement. Metabolic models especially

tailored for each disease could make the mapping to real data significantly

more effective. Larger datasets of metabolic profiles could make the use

of deeper neural network architectures feasible, possibly yielding better

results. We expect that a combination of advancements on both sides of

this combined approach could greatly improve the overall prioritization

performance.

5 Conclusion

We introduced an innovative approach integrating real and simulated

metabolic data through a novel SNN-based method for the prioritization

of IEMs. The prioritization is meant to aid the diagnostic process based

on untargeted metabolomics screening. To the best of our knowledge, this

is the first time that such type of integration is applied in this context. In

particular, the use of an SNN framework towards this aim is novel and

promising.
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Although our method needs further improvements before it can be

considered for clinical applications, the positive outcome of the study

suggests feasibility of the approach, thus showing a possible way towards

automatic diagnosis of metabolic disorders.
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